
the needy. It is said, and you had best believe it, that Jewish-Is-
raelis are the inspectors and monitors under the auspices of the
U.S.(UN).

going to offer what we have that is the most up-to-date available
WITH some references and notations.

How many of you are aware that almost all of the Cabinet posts
for Billy Clinton are headed by JEWISH PERSONS--some of
them foreign? A foreign person (non natural) person cannot be
President, but they sure can be lawfully in total CONTROL OF
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT! This takeover and evolvement are
all right there in the PROTOCOLS, but nobody seems to give a
damn. Therefore, information is available, but we are not going
to cram it down your proverbial throats, nor are we going to cut
any throats--so I suggest you pay close attention and give care to
your choices.

A couple or so years ago a box of new books from which we are
utilizing information was sent to us with no identification as to
sender or any further information regarding the works. The
books themselves have no reference for tracing and you may
well have a copy already. The book cover is basically red, the
title is in red on a white background, with the other print in
black. The back cover is red and has no print.

There is a picture inside of Sergius A. Nilus but there is no pic-
ture of Victor E. Marsden. We do, however, have a picture of
Marsden from an older document and we'll see if a COpy
would be presentable enough to reprint.

We are going to move right into the PROTOCOLS as translated.
The translator made a special effort to give some topics within
each Protocol and it will help you do a rather rapid search if you
wish to do so.

I don't like it, but you may well find that using a different copy
of the Protocols will note slight differences in content, never in
concept. There are one or two places whereat you will find a
sentence missing and we will take another copy and fill in the
blanks as much as possible. Our thrust is not toward letter-per-
fect copy, but we will, to the very best of our ability, NOT
CHANGE ANYTHING THROUGHOUT THE DOCUMENT.
Remember, please, that people all along the way have been
threatened, shot, murdered by other means and have found that
producing these Protocols has brought pure HELL upon the
heads of those efforting to present these copies.

Some of you may well have had earlier copies as were compiled
by SONS OF LmERTY in California. That copy may vary
somewhat in some places. Remember that in the days of pre-
senting these original translations they had to be copied by
HAND, individually. All copies the governments and the au-
thorities could find WERE BURNED. It has been a tremendous
task to get enough original script to be able to insure total accu-
racy from one copy to another. Bear with us, please, for we are

VICTOR E. MARSDEN
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Professor Sergius A, Nilus

BIRTHING THE PHOENIX

[QUOTING, Part 13:]
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